Abstract Considering equioptic curves of segments in the plane we prove that two polygons are distinguishable by their visual angles given on the boundary of an open domain that contains both polygons if the boundary either does not contain some exceptional types of arcs or is differentiable by order seven.
Introduction
The shadow picture (Kincses and Kurusa 1995) of a compact convex set B is defined at each point P ∈ R 2 \ B as the angle measure ν B (P) of the so called visual angle that B subtends at P. The point P and the set B are usually called the source and the object of shadow picture ν B (P). The shadow picture is often called visual angle (sometimes this makes some confusion) or point projection (Gardner 2006) . The function ν B is usually called visual angle function.
The central problem in this subject is to show a set S of sources and a set O of objects that O B → ν B S is injective. There are a number of such results in the literature (see Kincses 2003a; Kincses and Kurusa 1995; Kincses 2003b; Kurusa 1996a,b etc.) .
In this article we consider the distinguishability of convex polygons. Investigating the equioptics of pairs of segments allows us to drop the conditions of convexity and analyticity from earlier results given in Kincses and Kurusa (1995) .
Equioptics of segments
The equioptic of two compact convex sets is the set of those points from which their shadow pictures are equal. 1 The compoptic of two compact convex sets is the set of those points from which the sum of their shadow pictures is π (these shadow pictures are said to be supplementary).
Lemma 2.1 The equioptic of two different segments is a union of subarcs of two cubic algebraic curves. The remaining subarcs of these two cubic algebraic curves constitute the compoptic of those segments.
Proof Denote the different nondegenerate segments by AB and C D. Let m be a unit normal vector of the plane. If the segment AB subtends the same shadow picture at X as C D does, then
where
Obviously, ε(X ) is constant ±1 in every quadrant of the straight lines AB and C D, and it changes its sign if and only if X moves over one of the straight lines AB and C D.
Fix an origin O and let 
